
 

1.1 

 

(revelation)  

 

I used to paint with paint,  

Now I paint with food,  

See infinity 

In powdered turmeric  

Or a soy sauce stain,  

A splash of red wine  

Or Linghams 100% chilli sauce,  

 “A mild piquant relish  

And appetizer of delightful flavour” 

Though problematic drying time.  

 

I use the mess of life  

And make it messier,  

Burn to bring out 

Individual qualities  

Of various dried fluids 

 

But working with these remnants  

Am I negotiating  

Yet another novel strategy, 

Or is there a chance  

To see beyond artifice 

Before habit  

Closes the door  

Again? 

 

 

 

 
1.4 

 

(exhibition in the market, or why I  

decided to burn a paper plate for art)  

 

South London on the second day of October 2004. 

A red bus runs after a setting sun on Brixton Road. 

I walk to an exhibition somewhere in Brixton market.  

I pass stalls,  

Their shutters down, 

I see food stained newspapers on the ground. 

I smell fish and rotten vegetables  

And then 

I hear a hum,  

And round a corner  

I find the exhibition. 

I light a cigarette,  

Smoke it before going in,  

Watching it burn,  

Breathing it in,  



The smoke and the atmosphere of the place.  

The art I can’t remember now—  

Free wine, a few friends— 

I left after a while, 

And on my way home, I wondered why,  

Why art paled next to the sight  

Of food stained newspapers on floors at night.  

I turned a corner,  

I saw the light,  

The supermarket  

Was still open.  

I walked in,  

Looked on the shelves, 

I knew what I wanted,  

Wrapped in plastic but not plastic but paper, 

They came in packs of different sizes.  

I chose the small size.  

Why had no one done this before? 

The potential for transformation,  

To hold all that oil on canvas couldn’t.  

I ran home,  

A frantic confusion of fumbled keys, closing doors,  

Opening wrappers followed  

Until I was ready,  

To light a candle,  

Pour a glass of wine,  

Take a sip,  

Place a paper plate under it  

On a piece of newspaper, tip the glass  

Until a drop fell,  

Splashed, 

And that was that, 

The start of it.  

I stared in wonder 

At the purple splashed circle  

Splattered round the edges  

With tiny drops flying off towards the sides,  

It was beautiful, beautiful.  

 

I raised it,  

Placed it above the candle,  

Waited. 

 

Slowly  

The wine turned colour  

From purple.  

Stains appeared  

Like brown stars.  

I was transfixed, transfixed,  

 

By the transformation of it,  

From everyday material  

Into something else,  

Of this world  

But more than it,  



More than oil on canvas can allow,  

This burnt and stained paper plate  

Was something to be worshipped  

At last,  

And now. 

 

p.s. 

Anyone can burn a paper plate, 

But please be cautious, 

It can be dangerous. 
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